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1. INTRODUCTION 
LET p be a prime, and let BV be the classifying space of an elementary abelian p-group V. 
Lannes [S] has shown that, in many cases, the modp cohomology of the space of 
continuous maps Map(BV, X) can be computed by applying an easily defined functor to 
H*(X; Z/p). He lets 42 denote the category of unstable modules over the modp Steenrod 
algebra &, and then notes that the functor H*(BV) @_: 42 + 42 admits a left adjoint TV. 
The evaluation map 
s,:BVxMap(BV,X)+X 
then induces 
F$:H*(X;Z/~)-+H*(BV;Z/~)@H*(M~~(BV,X);Z/~) 
and thus a natural map 
Ox: TVH*(X; Z/p) + H*(Map(BV, X); Z/p). 
The beautiful fact is that, under appropriate finiteness conditions, Ox is an isomorphism. 
Coupled with the remarkable computability of TV, this has led to numerous new homotopy 
theoretic results. 
The main result of this paper is the perhaps counterintuitive, observation that, at least as 
far as Lannes’ theory can detect, the property that a space has p-torsion free integral 
cohomology is preserved by the functor that assigns Map(BV, X) to a space X. To be more 
precise, let Z, denote the p-adic integers, and say that x E H*(X; Z/p) is Z,-integral if x is in 
the image of H*(X; Z,) + H*(X; Z/p). Note that, by the long exact Bockstein sequence, 
H*(X; Z/p) consists entirely of Z,-integral classes exactly when H*(X; Z,) has no 
p-torsion. With this terminology, we can state our main result. 
THEOREM A. If H *(X, Z/p) consists of Z,-integral classes, then 
Im(f&) c H*(Map(BT/, X); Z/p) 
also consists of Z,-integral classes. 
A pretty example* illustrating this theorem goes as follows. Lannes [7], and Dwyer and 
Zabrodsky [S] have noted that if G is a compact Lie group, then Qs,-is an isomorphism and 
+ Research partially funded by the NSF. 
* The referee points out that this example does not illustrate the full strength of our theorem, as the hypothesis that 
H *(BG; Z) has no p-torsion easily implies that H*(BG; Z/p) is concentrated in even degrees (as noted in [6]). But 
as our proof reveals, our main theorem is easy to prove under the stronger hypothesis that H*(X, Z/p) is all in even 
degrees. 
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Map(W BG-) = ~aeRepcV,Cl BC,(Im(cr))^, where Y A denotes p-completion and C,(H) is 
the centralizer of H in G. Using our theorem, we can conclude the following. 
COROLLARY B. Let G be a compact Lie group. If H*(BG; Z) has no p-torsion, then, for any 
elementary abelian p-subgroup V of G, H*(BC,(V); Z) also has no p-torsion. 
This corollary has been known since the work of Bore1 [2], but our proof is rather 
different and inputs much less Lie group theory. We will comment in $4. 
We end this introduction with two remarks. 
The first is that the theorem suggests that E*(Map(BV, X)) is computable for other 
cohomology theories E*, provided X is suitably restricted. The second author has results 
bearing on the cases of modp’ cohomology and the conective Morava K-theories [12]. 
Our second remark is that our proof is a mix of TV -technology and BP-theory: we input 
Brown and Peterson’s original work [3], as well as the results of Wilson [ 111 on the spaces 
representing BP. We suspect that there are more connections between recent Steenrod 
algebra work and complex-oriented theories yet to be discovered and exploited.” 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
in this section we prove Theorem A, deferring proofs of three propositions to later 
sections. 
We start by viewing TV as Adams did in [l]. Given an arbitrary d-module N, let Qm N 
denote its maximal unstable quotient. Then, for M in @, T,M = SZ”(H,(BV; Z/p) @ M), 
where H,(BV; Z/p) is viewed as being in negative degrees, with left &-module structure 
furnished by the natural right structure combined with the antiautomorphism x of &. Let 
nM : H,(BV; Z/p) @ M + TV M denote the projection. 
Our first observation is that the composite Bx 0 +*(x; zip1 has a “geometric” description in 
terms of the slant product. In $3 we will check the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. There is a commutative diagram 
H,W’; Z/p) 0 H*(X; Z/p) 
1&3&Z 
I 
ox 
H,(BV; Z/p) 0 H*(BV x Map(BV, X); Z/p) i 
I 
H*(W?(BV, XI; Z/P). 
This suggests the following definition. 
~e~nition 2.2. Given y E H,(BV; Z/p) and x E H*(X; Z/p), let 
t,,(x) E II’“’ - ‘~‘(Map(BV, X); Z/p) 
be the element &X*(x)/y. 
In light of the proposition, to prove Theorem A we need to show that if H*(X; Z/p) 
consists of Z,-integral classes, then each t,,(x) is also an integral class. 
4 (Added in revision) Indeed, during the year in which this paper was being refereed, J. Lannes has been building on 
the ideas in our paper to use I< * to compute [l&4, X]. where A is a compact commutative Lie group, again in the 
case when the cohomology of X is torsion free. 
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For the rest of this paper we let BP denote the Brown-Peterson spectrum completed at p. 
We now observe: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Zf H*(X; Z/p) consists of Z,-integral classes, then the standard orienta- 
tion p : BP + HZ/p induces a surjection BP*(X) + H *(X; Z/p). 
This proposition can be easily deduced from Brown and Peterson’s original construc- 
tion of BP as the limit of a tower of fibrations [3]. We will discuss this in 94. 
Now consider x E H”(X; Z/p), where X satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem A. Viewing 
x as a map x : X + K(Z/p, n), Proposition 2.3 implies that x factors: 
BP, 
“7 1 P. 
X 3 X(Z/p, n1 
where BP, is the nth space in the R-spectrum representing BP. The naturality of slant 
products and evaluation maps then implies that t,,(x) = Map(BV, Z)*(t,(p,,)). The proof of 
Theorem A is thus completed with the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. t,,(p,,) E H*(Map(BV, BP,,); Z/p) is a Z,-integral class for all y and n. 
This will be proved in $5, but we sketch the idea now. Firstly, general properties of slant 
products and evaluation maps imply that looping the map 
t,(p,):Map(BI/,BP,)~K(Z/p,n - Ivl) 
yields t,(p,_ 1 ). Thus t,(p,_ 1) will be Z,-integral if t,,( pn) is. So we can suppose n is even. 
A heuristic proof now goes as follows. Wilson showed in [11] that H*(BP,,; Z,) is 
a polynomial algebra on even-dimensional generators, thus H *(BP,; Z/p) is concentrated in 
even degrees. A property of TV is that if M is concentrated in even degrees, so is TV M (see, 
e.g., [S], 2.2.61). Thus H*(Map(BV, BP,,); Z/p) “should” also be concentrated in even 
degrees, from which one could deduce that every class in H*(Map(BI/, BP,); Z/p) is 
Z,-integral. 
The only problem with this argument is that H*(BP,; Z/p) is so large that 8,, cannot 
possibly be an isomorphism. In $5, we manage to sidestep this issue by replacing BP, by an 
approximating diagram of spaces with “small enough” cohomology, in the spirit of the 
approaches to TV taken by Dror Farjoun and Smith in [4], and Morel in [9]. 
3. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.1 
In this section, we will write H*(Y) for H * (Y ; Z/p). 
For ME%, let nM:M+H*(BV)@TVM be adjoint to l:T,M+T,M, and 
let &M: T,(H*(BV) @ M) + M be adjoint to 1: H*(BV) @ M + H*(BV) @ M. Let 
( , ) : H,(BV) 0 H*(BV) --t Z, be the canonical pairing. The proposition follows by com- 
bining the next two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. The composite 
H,(BV)@ Ma H,(BV) 0 H*(BV) @ T,M -=% T,M 
is -just zM. 
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LEMMA 3.2. There is a co~~ut~~~~e diagram 
H*(sv)@H*(x)3 H,(BV) 63 ff*(BI/) @ TvH*(X)=% TvH*(X) 
1 @J)E: I 
H,(BV)@ H*(BV x Map(BV, X)) 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. This follows from the commutative diagram: 
~*(~~)~~~ H,(BBI/) @ H*(BI’) @ TV&f= T,M 
hi I (1) GJ*tRYlL¶ f”M I (3) TV%i !I 
TvM - TvW*W’) 0 TvM) --=-+ TvM. 
(2) 
Here (1) commutes by naturality, and (2) commutes by general categorical arguments. It 
remains to check that (3) commutes. This again follows from naturality, by noting that if 
L 
d-modules z d-modules 
R 
are the adjoint pair defined by LM = H,(W) @ M and RM = H*(W) @ M, then the 
map LRM + RM, adjoint to 1: RM + RM, can be identified with (, ) 0 1 :H,(V) @ 
H*(V) 0 M -, M. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Denoting Map(BV, X) by “Map”, this follows from the observa- 
tion that there is a commutative diagram: 
H*(BV) @ H*(X) t H,(BI’) @ H*(BY) 8 TvH*(X) -=% TV&Z*(X) 
l@i@% 
I 
(11 &i 
I 
H*(BV) 8 H*(W)@ N*(Map) 2 - H*(Map) 
16+/l t 
I 
(2) 
i 
II 
H,(W) GO H*(BV x Map) - H*(Map) 
Here (1) commutes by naturality, and (2) commutes by the construction of the slant product. 
Finally (3) commutes because the diagram 
H*(X) QI*Sr , H*(BVf 0 T,H*(X) 
\\ 
18& I 
r; H*(BV) 0 H*(Map(BV, X)) 
I’ l 
H*(BI’x Map(BV, X)) 
commutes by genera1 categorical arguments. 
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4. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.3 
In [3], Brown and Peterson constructed a new spectrum, subsequently dubbed “BP”, as 
the homotopy limit of an explicit tower of spectra. Their main result (completed at p) is that 
the tower has the form 
. ..+ Y,- Y,_,- ..-- Yo 
and that, for each RE@?~,, pS-’ ks,R is the composite 
ys-1 11,1 y,=HZ,L HZIP - ‘(@) xIRIHZ,p 2 x:IRI + ‘HZ,. 
Here 6 is the Bockstein associated to Z, 5 Z, + Z/p. 
Now suppose that H*(X; Z,) has no p-torsion, and let x E H”(X; Z/p) be regarded as 
a map x : Em”X + HZ/p. We need to check that x lifts up the tower. Firstly, x clearly lifts to 
x0 : C-“X -+ Yo. Inductively, suppose that a lift x,_ 1 : Z-“X + Y,_ 1 has been constructed. 
The obstructions to constructing x, will then be the elements k, R 0 x,_ 1 E H * (X; Z,). Since 
H*(X; Z,) has no p-torsion, to show that k,,R~~,_l = 0, it suffices to show that 
s-1 
P k.R OX,_~ = 0. But pS-lk,,ROx,_l = ~?#‘~)pq.~x,_~ = &x(@)x) = 0, since 
8:H*(X;Z/p)-+H *+ ’ X. Z ( , p ) is zero. (We have used the torsion free hypothesis three 
times! )
5. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.4 
We start with a lemma describing the essential properties of a diagram “approximating” 
P,, : BP, + K( Z/p, n). Let Top denote the homotopy category of topological spaces. 
LEMMA 5.1. There exists a small filtered category 9, an y-space X( .):9 --t Top, and 
maps of $-spaces BP,, % X( a) 2 K(Z/p, n) (where BP,, and K(Z/p, n) are regarded as 
constant y-spaces) satisfying the following properties: 
(1) p(.)j(*) = P,,:B~‘,+K(Z/P, 4. 
(2) colim,,. H*(X(i), Z/p) -+ H*(BP,; Z/p) is an isomorphism. 
(3) For each i E 9, ~9,~~~: T,H*(X(i); Z/p) -+ H*(Map(BV, X(i)); Z/p) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. There are various ways to prove this. The simplest is to let X( *) be the Postnikov 
tower of BP,, where the fact that Q(BP,,) is a finitely generated Z,-module ensures that 
property (3) will hold. But this is using more than is necessary, for in [9] Morel shows that 
given any f: X + K( Z/p, n), there exists X I(.) X( .) 2 K( Z/p, n) such that the analogues 
of(l), (2), and (3) hold. The diagram X( .) can be taken to be an initial” subdiagram of the 
“pro-p-space” X ^(. ), the diagram with limit (proved to exist) equal to the p-completion of 
X in the sense of Sullivan. For properties (1) and (2), see [9, Proposition 2.1.2.11. For 
property (3), see [9, Theorem 3.3.21. 
11 “Initial” is intended to be dual to “cofinal”. 
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We now use the lemma to prove Proposition 2.4. Recall that we can assume that n is 
even, and thus, by fll], that H*(BP,,; Z/p) is concentrated in even degrees. Fix 
BP,, - X( .) - K(Z/p, n) as in the lemma. If A is an abelian group, let 
HT(Map(BV, BP,,); A) = colim,.,p H*(Map(BV’, X(i)); A). 
LEMMA 5.2. For all r 2 1, 
(1) H,*(Map(Bv, BP,); Z/P’) is concentrated in even degrees. 
(2) ~~(Map(~~, BP,); Z/p”‘) + ~~(Map(~~, BP,); Z/p’) is onto. 
Pro05 We first note that (1) holds when I = 1. By properties (2) and (3) of Lemma 5.1, 
H:(Map(BV, BP,); Z/p) = coliYm H*(Map(BV, X(i)); Z/p) 
= colim 7”rH*(X(i); Z/p) 
iEY 
= TV (cp,‘\m H * (X(i); Z/p)) 
= T”W(BP& Z/p) 
which is ~on~ntrat~ in even degrees ince H*(BP,; Z/p) is. 
As taking filtered colimits is exact, a short exact sequence of coefficients 
O-_A’-A--%A”---+O 
will induce a long exact Bockstein sequence 
..a H,“(Map(BV, BP,,); A’) -J!-+ Hf”(Map(BV, BP,,); A) 
L H,“(Map(BV, BP,); A”)& ... 
Thus statements (1) and (2) follow easily by induction on r, and the r = 1 case of(l), 
using the coefficient sequences Z/p -+ Z/p’+ 1 --, Zip’. 
Now note that j( *) and p( * ) induce maps, natural in A, 
H*(Map(BI’, K(Z/p, n)); A) - H,*(Map(BI/, BP,); A) i’ H*(Map(BI/, BP,); A). 
In particular, if we let t:(p”) = p*(ty(in)), where i, E H”(K(Z/p, n); Z/p) is the fundamental 
class, then j*(tf(p,)) = &(p,). 
By Lemma 5.2, ti(p,,) E H$(Map(BV, BP,); Z/p) lifts up the tower 
e.e -+ H:(Map(BV, BP,,); Z/p’) -+ H:(Map(BV, BP,,); Z/p). 
We conclude that t,,(~,) E H*(Map(BV, BP,,); Z/p) lifts up the tower 
+fs --, ~*(Map(~~, BP,); Z/p2) --) ~*(Map(~~, BP,); Z/p). 
That ty(pn) is Z,-integral thus follows from the observation that for any space X, there is an 
exact sequence’ 
0 -+ lim’ H”- ‘(X; Z/p’) -+ H”(X; Z,) --+ lim H”(X; Z/p’) + 0. 
* r 
n The referee points out that the lim’ term here will be 0, so that the epimorphism is an isomorphism. 
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Remarks 5.3. (1) Note that j* :H:(Map(BV, BP,); Z/p) -+H*(Map(BV, BP,); Z/p) can 
be identified with 8,,. 
(2) The analogue of the epimorphism in the “lim’-sequence” above is presumably not 
epic for H,*(Map(BV, BP,); Z,), as limits and colimits do not usually commute. Thus we 
can not conclude that tG(pn) is the image of 
H:(Map(Bv, BP,); Z,) -, H:(Map(Bv, BP,); Z/P). 
(3) The careful reader may have noted that if n is even and 1 y 1 is odd, then t,‘( P,,) lands in 
a zero group. Thus we can conclude that if H*(X; Z/p) consists of Z,-integral classes, then 
ty(x) = 0 whenever 1 yl is odd. In fact, this happens under the milder hypothesis that the 
Bockstein /3 E A acts trivially on H*(X; Z/p). See [12]. 
6. REMARKS ABOUT COROLLARY B 
In [2], Bore1 gave a group-theoretic riterion for when, if G is a compact Lie group, there 
is no p-torsion in H*(BG; Z). The criterion is that every elementary abelian p-group of G be 
contained in a torus of G, which is easily seen to be inherited by subgroups of the form 
C,(V). Thus Corollary B is a consequence. However, Borel’s proof uses the classification of 
compact connected Lie groups. Our proof here has used much less Lie theory: Lannes’ 
proof that Map(BV, BG) = u, BC,(Im(N)) just inputs Quillen’s work [lo] on 
H*(BG; Z/p), which, in turn, needs from Lie group theory only that G embeds in some 
unitary group, i.e., the Peter-Weyl theorem. 
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